SB300 - Solderable PC BreadBoard
Transfer your circuit to this permanent circuit board from a plug-in
breadboard to create a rugged long-lasting prototype.
Features

Specifications

•

•

Transfer your circuit and wires without
recutting wires or changing your layout.
The SB300 Solderable PC BreadBoard has
the same pattern and spacing as a standard
300 connection point plug-in breadboard.

•

Soldered joints provide a more reliable
longterm connection than solderless plug-in
contacts.

•

Standard 5-hole strip for each IC pin, just
like solderless breadboards.

•

Two power rails are provided along the
board centerline.

•

Lead free etched copper PCB with a
anti-tarnish coating to preserve solderability.

•

0.1" hole spacing for DIP integrated circuits
and headers.

•

Holes are connected with thinner 0.040”
tracks for easier track cutting when required.

High-quality etched FR4 glass-epoxy circuit
board.
• Single sided, 1oz/ft2 copper with an
anti-tarnish coating for easy soldering.
• Holes are drilled on 0.1" (2.54mm) centers.
• 0.042" (1.07mm) holes sized for ICs or
square post headers.
• 360 holes total.
• 1.20" tall, 3.00" long, 1/16" thick
(31 x 76 x 1.6mm).
Order Part# SB300

Move Your Circuit
From Plug-in BreadBoard To a
Permanent Solderable PC BreadBoard
Board Layout (actual size)

SB300 PC BreadBoard
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Introducing Solderable PC BreadBoards
A solderable PC breadboard is a prototyping printed circuit board (PCB) with a connection pattern the same as
a solderless breadboard (plug-in breadboard).
Many electronics hobbyists are familiar with using breadboards to build and test circuits. Breadboards allow
circuits to be quickly built and modified as needed, and they are reusable. However, breadboard circuits aren’t
very rugged. Movement or vibration can easily cause wires and parts to fall out.
Once a circuit is working, a more rugged, permanent circuit is often needed. Soldering the parts on a PCB
protoboard makes the connections durable. Since PC breadboards have the same patterns as breadboards, it is
easy to construct a soldered permanent circuit based on a plug-in breadboard prototype.
PC breadboards come in various sizes to match the different solderless breadboards available. The most
common sizes are the 300, 400, and 830 tie-point breadboards.

1 BPS Solderable PC BreadBoards
BPS provides solderless breadboards and solderable breadboards in the most popular sizes.

Copy your circuit to SB300 and solder it!

SB300 Solderable PC BreadBoard
(300 tie-points)
BB300 – 300 tie-point BreadBoard

Copy your circuit to SB400 and solder it!

BB400 – 400 tie-point BreadBoard

SB400 Solderable PC BreadBoard
(400 tie-points)
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Copy your circuit to BR1 and solder it!

BB830 – 830 tie-point BreadBoard

BR1 Solderable PC BreadBoard
(830 tie-points)

BB830T – 830 tie-point BreadBoard
(Transparent ABS body allows contacts to be seen)

2 Copying a Circuit
It is better to “copy” a circuit than to “move it” when going from solderless breadboard to a solderable PC
breadboard. Purchase 2 sets of components, if that isn’t too expensive. Use the second set of components to
build an identical circuit on the PC breadboard, referring to the circuit on the plug-in breadboard.
Copying a circuit is easier than moving it part by part because one can refer to the still working prototype.
Copying the circuit in this manner allows you to compare the soldered board to the working original in case there
are problems and it doesn’t work immediately. The two circuits can also then be tested and measured to ensure
they are working identically.

3 Bonus Pads
A solderless breadboard has areas where there are no connection points, for example, down the centreline
(under the plugged in ICs) and between the circuit area and the power strips.
Solderable PC BreadBoards often have extra pads in these otherwise unusable spaces called Bonus Pads.
If a PC board is being used for general-purpose use, these bonus pads can be used for mounting extra
components, and they can me some parts easier to fit.
If a PC board is being used to transfer a circuit from a solderless breadboard, these extra pads may be ignored.
3.1

SB300 Bonus Pads
The SB300 vertical circuit
connections are in the same pattern
as those on a BB300 solderless
breadboard.
The SB300 bonus pads are the two
distribution strips running the length
of the board as bonus pads (the pink
tracks in the photo). They can be
used to carry power or signals.
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3.2

SB400 Bonus Pads
The SB400 bonus pads include the
2-hole pairs running along the
centerline (the pads shown in
blue). These pads allow a dual inline (DIL) header to be installed if
required for off-board signals.
The BB400 solder has the same
vertical connections in the circuit
area and the same 4 outer
distribution strips as the SB400
solderable PC breadboard.
The SB400 has two extra
distribution strips (shown in pink).
They are located with spacing 0.1”
from the circuit area to allow parts
with that spacing to bridge the gap.

The outer two distribution strips are located 0.25” away from the circuit area, which is the same spacing as the
BB400. The SB400 distribution strip holes line up with the column in the circuit area. This makes the board
easier to use as a general-purpose proto-board. Note that this is different than the BB400, where the distribution
strip holes are offset by 0.050” from the circuit area holes.
3.3

BR1 Bonus Pads

The BR1 bonus pads include the 2-hole pairs running along the centerline (the pads shown in blue above).
These pads allow a dual in-line (DIL) header to be installed if required for off-board signals.
The BR1 is 0.6 inches wider than a breadboard. Two extra columns, 4 mounting holes, and some round pads are
provided in the extra area (shown in red above).
The BR1 has two extra distribution strips (shown in pink above). They are located with spacing 0.1” from the
circuit area to allow parts with that spacing to bridge the gap. Note that the outer two distribution strips are
located on 0.1” centers from the circuit area, which is helpful for general-purpose use. The distribution strips on
the BB830 solderless breadboard are positioned an additional 0.05 inch further outwards.
The BR1 distribution strips have extra holes not found on the BB830 breadboard. The BB830 solderless
breadboard strips have groups of 5 holes and then a space with no hole. The BR1 strips have a hole every 0.1”.
The distribution strips holes line up with the columns in the circuit area on both the BR1 and BB830/BB830T
breadboards.
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DIL (Dual In-Line) Header Installed On A Solderable PC Board
With the centerline bonus pads, it is possible to use a DIL header without cutting tracks.

4 Distribution Strip Spacing Differences
The distribution strip spacing on some solderable PC breadboards is slightly different than the solderless plug-in
breadboards. This has been done to keep the holes on 0.1” spacing centers to make them more useful as
general-purpose prototyping boards.
As mentioned in the Bonus Pads section, the SB400 strips are located the same distance from the centerline as
on the BB400, but they are offset to line up with the circuit area columns.
The BR1 distribution strips are moved inwards slightly by 0.050” so that all of the holes on the board are on 0.1”
centers.

5 Off-board Connections
Here are some suggestions for connecting power and other off-board signal connections to a solderable PC
breadboard:
1. Use stranded 22 AWG wire for wire connections running off-board to other boards or devices. Solid 22
AWG wire will crack and break after being flexed many times. Stranded wire can be flexed more times.
2. Use a strain relief to keep the wire from flexing at the point where it is soldered. Solder will wick up
stranded wire when it is soldered, and make it stiff and susceptible to cracking. Using a strain relief
causes the wire to flex away from the solder joint, where it is more flexible.
3. Use headers or other connectors with removable plugs for off-board connections. This allows more
rugged cables to be used, and worn out cables can be replaced.

6 BPS BreadBoard Datasheets
BB830 and BB830T - 830 tie-point BreadBoards - http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-MAR-BB830+BB830T-001.pdf
BB300 and BB400 - 300 and 400 tie-point BreadBoards - http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-MAR-BB300+BB400-001.pdf
BR1 Solderable PC BreadBoard - http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-MAR-BR1-001.pdf
SB400 Solderable PC BreadBoard - http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-MAR-SB400-001.pdf
SB300 Solderable PC BreadBoard - http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-MAR-SB300-001.pdf
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7 Creative Commons License Deed
This document is licensed under the Creative Commons “Attribution” License.
This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon the work, even commercially, as long as they
credit the author for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered, in terms of what
others can do with the works licensed under Attribution. http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses

Attribution 3.0 Unported http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
You are free:
•
•

to Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to Remix — to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:
•

Attribution — You must attribute “BPS Application Note AN0002 - Introducing Solderable PC
BreadBoards” to BusBoard Prototype Systems Ltd.
This can be done with a link to http://www.busboard.us or the original document at
http://www.busboard.us/pdfs/BPS-AN0002-Solderable_PC_BreadBoard.pdf

With the understanding that:
•
•
•

•

Waiver — Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.
Public Domain — Where the work or any of its elements is in the public domain under applicable law,
that status is in no way affected by the license.
Other Rights — In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license:
o Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copyright exceptions and limitations;
o The author's moral rights;
o Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or in how the work is used, such as
publicity or privacy rights.
Notice — For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The
best way to do this is to continue to include this license information, or provide a suitable notice and/or a
link to the original document.

This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code (the full license)

What does “unported” mean? The “Unported” term means that this is the “generic” Creative Commons license
that has not been adapted to a local jurisdiction. i.e. It is an international version.
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